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Introduction
Insurance companies’ customer service
departments are under pressure due to COVID-19.
Despite the increased demand, they need to
continue providing great customer service.

Insurers who provide excellent customer
experiences generate 200% to 400% more new
business while posting 30% higher profits than
competitors who struggle with customer service.
This is in no small part because happy customers
are 80% more likely than their unsatisfied
counterparts to renew their insurance policies.
Despite this incentive, only 29% of customers
report being satisfied with their insurance provider.
This dissatisfaction may lead to up to $470 billion in
customer churn.
Clearly, improving customer service is the easiest
way to improve customer satisfaction and reduce
churn. But how? The most simple way is to improve
online customer service. 79% of customers report
that they will use a digital channel to interact
with their insurance company. With the shift to
digital well underway, customers are demanding
responsive service on their favorite digital channels.

Insurer customer satisfaction

71%

Unsatisfied
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Customer service
automation can help
First, what exactly is customer service automation?
In short, customer service automation is the practice
of handing some of the more mundane aspects of
customer service over to technology.

This covers both customer-facing processes (using
tools like chatbots) and internal processes (with RPA
and other process automation solutions).
As customers become more and more digitally
oriented, they expect increasingly responsive
service, regardless of whether it’s operated by a

human or a machine. The majority of customers are
open to receiving automated support. For example,
54% of consumers would always choose a chatbot
over a human if it saved them 10 minutes.
So, adding a chatbot to your customer service
toolkit is the way to go.

54%

47%

79%

of customers would
choose a bot if it saved
them 10 minutes.

of companies
reported data-breaches
from human error.

of insurance
customers interact using
a digital channel.
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5 reasons insurers should
turn to automation
Happier and more productive
employees
Working in customer service isn’t easy, and often
turnover rates reflect that. One of the biggest issues
facing customer service teams is the fact that the
vast majority of the questions they handle are basic.
Adding customer-facing automation allows these
questions to be answered by automated tools, like
bots. The result is that only complex cases make
it through to human agents, providing agents with
the opportunity to solve more complicated issues
without the pressure of a massive queue. In the end,
agents are more satisfied and productive.

Higher quality service
Even with the most comprehensive training, human
error is inevitable. Sometimes employees have a
bad day and provide poor service, other times they
accidentally offer incorrect information, or they can
become overwhelmed with the volume of requests
they’re facing. Automation reduces these risks by
providing consistent, accurate information every
time. As chatbots are best at handling routine dayto-day questions, employees will have more time to
dedicate to handling exceptional cases.

64%

of agents who use
chatbots spend
their time solving
more difficult and
complex problems.
Source: Salesforce

Security & risk mitigation
Insurance companies’ most glaring vulnerability is
often their employees. 47% of executives admitted
that human error had caused a data breach at their
company. Automation helps reduce these risks by
supplying employees with the information they
need without giving them access to the systems
that provide it. That means that fewer customer
service team members will have direct access to
sensitive data. Nonetheless, the whole team will
still get the information they need, it will just be
brought to them automatically. From a compliance
perspective, this also makes it much easier to
demonstrate process governance and controls to
auditors.
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More flexible service capacity
Customer service surges are hard to predict,
especially if it’s due to an unforeseen event. As
mentioned earlier, automation takes care of many of
the basic questions and requests from customers.
Since employees aren’t handling these day-to-day
questions, they have a better capacity to manage
unexpected surges.

Lower costs
Automation improves service quality, reduces risk,
and increases productivity and capacity. These
improvements inevitably lead to cost reductions
and, indirectly, revenue growth from satisfied
customers renewing and purchasing additional
insurance products.

7 customer service
processes insurance
providers should
automate with chatbots
The key to customer service automation is
not to do everything at once. Focus on the
simple requests or questions that make up a
significant portion of your customer service
volumes. These are 7 processes that insurers
can quickly start automating with a bot:

Insurance Bot

What’s the difference
between the Health+ p
and the Health Gold+ p
Great question! This should
explain the difference:

Plan Comparison
Compare Plans

WLite a FessaKe
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Does my health policy
cover dental?
It does! Would you like to
know more about
coverage for a certain
procedure?
I would Does it cover
braces?

Policy
Questions
Allow customers to easily find what
their policy covers without having to dig
through their emails or documents.

Yes, your policy offers
coverage up to 

I need to file a claim.

Filing Claims
Let customers file claims directly
through a bot. Since bots are
available 24/7 on multiple platforms,
customers can submit their claim
when and how they want.

No problem, let’s get started.

File a Claim

Get Started
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Hi Pablo, with summer coming
up quickly, have you thought
about getting travel insurance?
You can save 25% if you buy

New Policy
Suggestions

before June 15th

Nice. I’d like to get that.

Make it easy for customers to find the
right policy by offering personalized
recommendations.

Great, I’ve added it to your
plan. You can see all the
details in your account.

Awesome, thanks!

What travel insurance plans
do you have?

Plan selection
Give customers all the details
they need to sign up for a new
insurance policy.

surance

Silver Travel Insurance

Gold Travel Ins

ronze travel

Our Silver travel insurance

Our aold travel insd

nce provides you

provides you with basic

provides you with

mited coverage.

coverage.

comprehensive cov

Learn More

Learn More

Learn Mo
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Welcomet ret me answer
some of the common
questions new customers
have about their insurance
policies.

Onboarding

online profile

Submitting a claim

arn how to create your

We’ll guide you through all the steps of

Discover how we proces

sy access to your policy.

submitting a claim.

how long it takes for the

Learn More

Claim processi

Learn More

Welcome customers with answers
to common questions like how the
processes work, how to submit a
claim, and more.

Learn Mo

When does my car insurance
expire?

Post-purchase support
Offer customers easy-to-access
post-purchase support, like policy
renewals, refund information, and
account management options,
through a bot.

Your car insurance policy is set
to expire on January 6, 2021.
Would you like to renew it?

Renew Policy
Get Started
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Hi Peter, can I ask you about
your experience with us?
Sure
Great! How easy was it for
you to set up your account?
Submit your feedback

Feedback and loyalty
Keep an eye on customer satisfaction
by collecting valuable feedback about
your products and services.

Get Started

How to automate
your processes
There are three options of how to automate
customer service with a bot: build it internally,
hire an agency, or buy a solution.

Building a bot internally is tempting. It can be
customized to an insurer’s specific needs and
designed to work with its systems. To be frank,
creating a bot is easy. It usually takes around six
months to produce the first iteration of a bot.
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However, maintaining a bot is more challenging.
A bot can’t be left unsupervised. If it is, it will
accumulate bugs, provide bad service, and leave
customers unhappy. To ensure that a bot is an
asset instead of a liability, it needs to be constantly
maintained and improved. However, many bots
don’t get that far as companies change course after
realizing how complex creating a useful bot really is.
Working with an agency can be a good solution if
you want to test a bot through a proof of concept.
An agency will assess your needs and then build a
basic first version of the chatbot. However, agencies
usually lack the skills and resources to properly
scale a bot. Agencies also don’t provide the ongoing
maintenance and improvements that bots require as
they neither own nor have deep knowledge of the
technology.
Purchasing a best-in-class bot solution provides
the tools and expertise that are needed to build,

maintain, monitor, and see quick ROI from a bot.
Since the provider maintains the technology and
platform, the bot can be built without any help from
the IT department. For most insurance companies,
this is the best way to go. The hardest and most
risky part is choosing the right solution.
There are plenty of bot providers out there, so
be sure to do your research. Of course, we’d
recommend Mindsay.
Here at Mindsay, our mission is to help insurance
companies use bots to mitigate risk, improve
service quality, increase employee happiness and
productivity, and reduce costs by automating
their customer service processes. Mindsay’s bots
connect with insurers’ business systems to allow
them to see the benefits in as little as 6 weeks.
If you’d like to learn more, contact us for a short call
at sales@mindsay.com.

Want to improve
your conversational strategy?
Get in touch!
www.mindsay.com
sales@mindsay.com

@mindsay.tech
@mindsayai

